We describe three PCFG-based models for Chinese sentence realisation from LexicalFunctional Grammar (LFG) f-structures. Both the lexicalised model and the history-based model improve on the accuracy of a simple wide-coverage PCFG model by adding lexical and contextual information to weaken inappropriate independence assumptions implicit in the PCFG models. In addition, we provide techniques for lexical smoothing and rule smoothing to increase the generation coverage. Trained on 15,663 automatically LFG fstructure annotated sentences of the Penn Chinese treebank and tested on 500 sentences randomly selected from the treebank test set, the lexicalised model achieves a BLEU score of 0.7265 at 100% coverage, while the historybased model achieves a BLEU score of 0.7245 also at 100% coverage.
Introduction
Sentence generation, or surface realisation can be described as the problem of producing syntactically, morphologically, and orthographically correct sentences from a given abstract semantic / logical representation according to some linguistic theory, e.g. Lexical Functional Grammar (LFG), Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG), Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG), Tree Adjoining Grammar (TAG) etc. Grammars, such as these, are declarative formulations of the correspondences between semantic and syntactic representations. Traditionally, grammar rules have been carefully handcrafted, such as those used in LinGo (Carroll et al., 1999) , OpenCCG (White, 2004) and XLE (Crouch et al., 2007) . As handcrafting grammar rules is time-consuming, language-dependent and domain-specific, recent years have witnessed research on extracting wide-coverage grammars automatically from annotated corpora, for both parsing and generation. FERGUS (Bangalore and Rambow, 2000) took dependency structures as inputs, and produced XTAG derivations by a stochastic tree model automatically acquired from an annotated corpus. Nakanishi et al. (2005) presented log-linear models for a chart generator using a HPSG grammar acquired from the Penn-II Treebank. From the same treebank, Cahill and van Genabith (2006) automatically extracted wide-coverage LFG approximations for a PCFG-based generation model.
In addition to applying statistical techniques to automatically acquire generation grammars, over the last decade, there has been a lot of interest in a generate-and-select paradigm for surface realisation. The paradigm is characterised by a separation between generation and selection, in which symbolic or rule-based methods are used to generate a space of possible paraphrases, and statistical methods are used to select one or more outputs from the space. Starting from Langkilde (2002) who used a n-gram language model to rank generated output strings, a substantial number of traditional handcrafted surface realisers have been augmented with sophisticated stochastic rankers (Velldal and Oepen, 2005; White et al., 2007; .
It is interesting to note that, while the study of how the granularity of context-free grammars (CFG) affects the performance of a parser (e.g. in the form 
Figure 1: C-and f-structures with φ links for the sentence "Ä
ÁÓÒ"
of grammar transforms (Johnson, 1998) and lexicalisation (Collins, 1997) ) has attracted substantial attention, to our knowledge, there has been a lot less research on this subject for surface realisation, a process that is generally regarded as the reverse process of parsing. Moreover, while most of the research so far has concentrated on English or European languages, we are also interested in generation for other languages with diverse properties, such as Chinese which is currently a focus language in parsing (Bikel, 2004; Cao et al., 2007) .
In this paper, we investigate three generative PCFG models for Chinese generation based on wide-coverage LFG grammars automatically extracted from the Penn Chinese Treebank (CTB). Our work is couched in the framework of Lexical Functional Grammar and is implemented in a chart-style generator. We briefly describe LFG and the basic generation model in Section 2. We improve the baseline PCFG model by weakening the independence assumptions in two disambiguation models in Section 3. Section 4 describes the smoothing algorithms adopted for the chart generator and Section 5 gives the experimental details and results.
LFG-Based Generation

Lexical Functional Grammar
Lexical Functional Grammar (Kaplan and Bresnan, 1982 ) is a constraint-based grammar formalism which postulates (minimally) two levels of representation: c(onstituent)-structure and f(unctional)-structure. C-structure takes the form of phrase structure trees and captures surface grammatical configurations. F-structure encodes more abstract grammatical functions (GFs) such as SUBJ(ect), OBJ(ect), ADJUNCT and TOPIC etc., in the form of hierarchical attribute-value matrices. C-structures and f-structures are related by a piecewise correspondence function φ that goes from the nodes of a cstructure tree into units of f-structure spaces (Kaplan, 1995) . As illustrated in Figure 1 , given a c-structure node n i , the corresponding f-structure component f j is φ(n i ). Admissible c-structures are specified by a context-free grammar. The corresponding f-structures are derived from functional annotations attached to the CFG rewriting rules.
(
(1) shows a miniature set of annotated CFG rules (lexical entries omitted) which generates the c-and f-structure in Figure 1 . In the functional annotations, (↓) refers to the f-structure associated with the local c-structure node n i , i.e. φ(n i ), and (↑) refers to the Table 1 : Examples of f-structure annotated CFG rules (from Figure 1 ) in different models f-structure associated with the mother (M ) node of n i , i.e. φ(M (n i )).
Generation from f-Structures
The generation task in LFG is to determine which sentences correspond to a specified f-structure, given a particular grammar, such as (1). Kaplan and Wedekind (2000) proved that the set of strings generated by an LFG grammar from fully specified f-structures is a context-free language. Based on this theoretical cornerstone, Cahill and van Genabith (2006) presented a PCFG-based chart generator using wide-coverage LFG approximations automatically extracted from the Penn-II treebank. The LFG-based statistical generation model defines the conditional probability P (T |F ), for each candidate functionally annotated c-structure tree T (which fully specifies a surface realisation) given an fstructure F . The generation model searches for the T best that maximises P (T |F ) (Eq. 1). P (T |F ) is then decomposed as the product of the probabilities of all the functionally annotated CFG rewriting rules X → Y (conditioned on the left hand side (LHS) X and local features of the corresponding f-structure φ(X)) contributing to the tree T (Eq. 2). The first line (PCFG) of Table 1 shows the f-structure annotated CFG rule to expand node n 3 in Figure 1 .
Disambiguation Models
The basic generation model presented in (Cahill and van Genabith, 2006) used simple probabilistic context-free grammars. However, the independence assumptions implicit in PCFG models may not be appropriate to best capture natural language phenomena. Methodologies such as lexicalisation (Collins, 1997; Charniak, 2000) and tree transformations (Johnson, 1998) , weaken the independence assumptions and have been applied successfully to parsing and shown significant improvements over simple PCFGs. In this section we study the effect of such methods in LFG-based generation for Chinese.
A History-Based Model
The history-based (HB) approach which incorporates more context information has worked well in parsing (Collins, 1997; Charniak, 2000) . Resembling history-based models for parsing, Hogan et al. (2007) presented a history-based generation model to overcome some of the inappropriate independence assumptions in the basic generation model of (Cahill and van Genabith, 2006) . The historybased model increases the context by simply including the parent grammatical function GF of the fstructure in addition to the local φ-linked feature set in the conditioning context (Eq. 3). The f-structure annotated CFG rule expanding n 3 in the historybased model is shown in the second line (HB-PCFG) of Table 1 . 1
The history-based model is motivated by English data, for example, to generate the appropriate case for pronouns in subject position and object position, respectively. Though Chinese does not distinguish cases, we expect the f-structure parent GF to help predict grammar rule expansions more accurately in the tree derivation than the simple PCFG model. We will investigate how the HB model performs while migrating it from English to Chinese data.
A Lexicalised Model
Compared to the HB model which includes the parent grammatical function in the conditioning context, lexicalised grammar rules contain more finegrained categorial information. To the best of our knowledge, lexicalised parsers (Bikel, 2004) outperform unlexicalised parsers for Chinese. The expectation is that a lexicalised PCFG model also works better than a simple PCFG model in Chinese generation, considering e.g. prepositional phrase (PP) modification in Chinese. Some prepositions indicating directions can occur either before or after the main verbs, for instance both (2a) and (2b) are acceptable in Chinese. However, most PP modifiers only act as adverbial adjuncts between the subjects and verbal predicates. For instance " /to" never follows a verb as exemplified in the ungrammatical sentence (3b). In order to model phenomena such as these, we head-lexicalise our grammar by associating each non-terminal node with the head word 2 in the cstructure tree along the head-projection line. A nonterminal node is written as X(x), where x is the lexical head of X. The example generation grammar rule in the lexicalised model is shown in the last line (LEX-PCFG) of Table 1 .
As in CKY chart parsing, generation grammars are binarised in our chart generator. Thus all grammar rules are either unary of the form X → H or binary X → Y H (or X → HY ), where H is the head constituent and Y is the modifier. To handle the problem of sparse data while estimating rule probabilities, a back-off to baseline model is employed. As, from a linguistic perspective, it is the modifier rather than the head word which plays the main role in determining word order, a back-off to partial lexicalisation on the modifier only is also used for binary rules. As a result, the probabilities of lexicalised unary and binary CFG rules are calculated as in Eq. (4) and Eq. (5), respectively.
In principle, grammars binarisation from left-toright (left-) or from right-to-left (right-) are equivalent to represent the original grammar and the probability distributions. However the head word is the final constituent for most phrasal categories in Chinese. 3 In lexicalised model, the head word immediately projects to the top level in a left-binary tree, and as a result, the intermediate NP nodes cannot be lexicalised with the head word as illustrated in Figure (2b) . By contrast, right-binary rules are lexicalised and the head word is percolated from the bottom of the tree (Figure (2c) ). Therefore we adopt the right binarisation method in our generation algorithm.
Chart Generation and Smoothing Algorithms
Chart Generation Algorithm
The PCFG-based generation algorithms are implemented in terms of a chart generator (Kay, 1996) . In the generation algorithm, each (sub-)f-structure indexes a (sub-)chart. Each local chart generates the most probable trees for the local f-structure in a bottom-up manner:
• generating lexical edges from the the local GF PRED and some atomic features representing function words, mood or aspect etc. • applying unary rules and binary rules to generate new edges until no any new edges can be generated in the current local chart.
• propagating compatible edges to the upperlevel chart.
For efficiency, the generation algorithm does Viterbi-pruning for each local chart, viz. if two edges have equivalent categories and lexical coverage, only the most probable one is kept. The generation coverage is impacted on by unknown words 4 and unmatched grammar rules in chart generation. We present a lexical smoothing and a rule smoothing strategy in the following subsections.
Lexical Smoothing
In LFG f-structure, the surface form of the lemma is represented via lexical rules involving a particular set of features, e.g. the lemma "ÓÒ/president" is represented as {↑PRED='ÓÒ', ↑NTYPE=common, ↑NUM=sg}. Particular lexical rules can be captured in general lexical macros abstracting away from particular surface forms to lemmas, e.g. the lexical macro encapsuling the above lexical rule is {↑PRED=$LEMMA, ↑NTYPE=common, ↑NUM=sg}, which generally associates to common nouns NN in the CTB. According to the assumption that unknown words have a probability distribution similar to hapax legomenon (Baayen and Sproat, 1996) , we predict the part-of-speech of unknown words from infrequent words in the training set by automatically extracting lexical macros corresponding to the particular set of f-structure features. The probability of the potential POS tag t associated to a feature set f is estimated according to Eq. (6).
Rule Smoothing
The coverage of grammar rules increases with the size of training data and in theory all the rules can be fully covered by a training set, if it is big enough.
With limited training resources we have to resort to fuzzy matching of grammar rules. Two smoothing strategies are carried out at the level of grammar rules. • Reducing the conditioning f-structure features during rule matching;
• Applying partial match during rule application.
A node in each unlexicalised grammar rule X → Y H includes two parts: constituent category c, such as IP, NP, VP etc.; functional f-structure annotation a, such as [↑SUBJ=↓], [↑=↓] etc. As a heuristic based on linguistic experience, we define the order of importance of these elements as follows:
For the above example rule (4), the importance of the elements is:
The elements can be deleted from the rules in an importance order from low to high. 5 The partial rules adopted in our system ignore the least important 3 elements, viz. the functional annotation of the head node H(a), the functional annotation on LHS X(a) and constituent category of the modifier node Y (c). Examples of the two types of smoothed rules are shown in Table 2 .
Experimental Results
Our experiments are carried out on the newly released Penn Chinese treebank version 6.0 (CTB6) (Xue et al., 2005) , excluding the portion of ACE broadcast news. We follow the recommended splits (in the list-of-file of CTB6) to divide the data into test set, development set and training set. The training set includes 756 files with a total of 15,663 sentences. The CTB trees of the training set were automatically annotated with LFG f-structure equations following (Guo et al., 2007) . Table 3 shows the number of different grammar rule types extracted from the training set. From the test files, we randomly select 500 sentences as test data with minimal sentence length 5 words, maximal length 80 words, and average length 28.84 words. The development set also includes 500 sentences randomly selected from the development files with sentence length between 5 and 80 words. The c-structure trees of the test and development data were also automatically converted to f-structures as input to the generator. The generation system is evaluated against the raw text of the test data in terms of accuracy and coverage. Following (Langkilde, 2002) and other work on general-purpose generators, we adopt BLEU score (Papineni et al., 2002) , average simple string accuracy (SSA) and percentage of exactly matched sentences for accuracy evaluation. 6 For coverage evaluation, we measure the percentage of input fstructures that generate a sentence. Table 4 reports the initial experiments on the simple PCFG, HB-based PCFG and lexicalised PCFG models. The results in the left column evaluate all input f-structures, the right column evaluate only those f-structures which yield a complete sentence. The results show that the lexicalised model outperforms the baseline PCFG model. The HB model is the most accurate for complete sentences, but with reduced coverage compared to the other two models. However the low coverage of sentences completely generated due to unknown words and unmatched rules makes the results unusable in prac- Table 5 gives the results with lexical smoothing. The coverage for complete sentences increases by nearly 60% absolute for all models. The increased coverage also improves the overall results evaluated against all sentences. The HB model performs better than the simple PCFG model in nearly all respects and in turn the lexicalised model comprehensively outperforms the HB model.
The final results with both lexical smoothing and rule smoothing by two different strategies are tabulated in Table 6 . The left column provides the results of smoothing by partial match and the right column the results by reducing conditioning f-structure features. All results are evaluated for completely generated sentences only. The feature smoothing results in a full coverage of 100%, while slightly degrading the quality of sentences generated compared with partial match smoothing. We feel the tradeoff at the cost of a small decrease in quality is still worth the full coverage. Throughout the experiments, the lexicalised model exhibits consistently better performance than the unlexicalised models, which proves our intuition that successful techniques in parsing also work well in generation.
Conclusion and Further Work
We have presented an accurate, robust chart generator for Chinese based on treebank-based, automatically acquired LFG resources. Our model improves the baseline provided by (Cahill and van Genabith, 2006) : (i) accuracy is increased by creating a lexicalised PCFG grammar and enriching conditioning context with parent f-structure features; and (ii) coverage is increased by providing lexical smoothing and fuzzy matching techniques for rule smoothing.
The combinational explosion of grammar rules encountered in the chart generator is similar to that in parsing. In the current system, we only keep the most probable realisation for each input f-structure. An alternative model in line with the generate-andselect paradigm, would pack all the locally equivalent edges in a forest and re-rank all the realisations by a separate language model. This might help us to reduce some errors caused in our current model, for instance, the generation of function words in fixed phrases. As shown in ex. (5), the function word " " is incorrectly generated as " ". This is because they share the same part-of-speech DEG in CTB, however " " has a much higher frequency than " " in Chinese text and thus has a higher probability to be generated. 
